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Multimodality Helps Unimodality: 
Cross-Modal Few-Shot Learning with Multimodal Models



Preview

Multimodal training data can help resolve this ambiguity!

Unimodal few-shot learning is underspecified



Preview

We achieve SOTA few-shot CLIP image classification 
performance 



Human perception is inherently cross-modal.

When we perceive from one modality (such as vision), the same neurons will be triggered in our cerebral 
cortex as if we are perceiving the object from other modalities (such as language and audio).



Few-shot learning can be more specified with cross-modalities.

Unimodal few-shot learning setups are often under-specified: even for simple binary image classification tasks, it is 
unclear whether the class target is the animal, the hat, or the background scene if we are given only one-shot images.

On the other hand, adding language or audio can help clarify the image classification setup. 



Like human perception, multimodal foundation models such as CLIP and AudioCLIP 
encode different modalities to the same representation space.

We introduce Cross-Modal Adaptation to address few-shot learning with multimodal models by:
● Repurposing information from other modalities like class names and audio clips as training samples.
● Minimizing the softmax (cross-entropy) loss over the augmented (n+1)-shot training set. 



Build a better visual dog classifier by reading about dogs!

Text samples help regularize the decision boundary: a “dog” label with 
2-shot images can be more performant than 3-shot images.



We achieve SOTA performance via an embarrassingly 
simple cross-modal linear probe

And maintain high training efficiency



Cross-modal adaptation consistently improves prior art



We curate the first audiovisual few-shot learning benchmark



Build a better visual dog classifier by listening to dog barks!
And build a better audio dog classifier by looking at dog photos!



Why does it work? Representer Theorem

We separately optimize the weight for each text feature instead 
of setting a fixed weight for all text features (WiSE-FT)



Implementation is simple
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